# ELLC UNIT 5

## Pumpkins and Sounds

The Rhyming Book for Unit 5: The Runaway Pumpkin is no longer in print. If you cannot locate the rhyming book described in ELLC Book B for this unit, the authors suggest the following replacement book.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title:</th>
<th>Piggies in the Pumpkin Patch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author and Illustrator</td>
<td>Author and illustrator: Mary Peterson and Jennifer Rofé</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Piggies in the Pumpkin Patch* is a delightful book about two pigs and their antics around the farm that eventually lead them to the pumpkin patch. This story is filled with rich descriptions and strong vocabulary that helps the reader envision the pigs and their fun. It also has several prepositions embedded in the text that will allow dramatic play opportunities where the children can act out the actions in the story. The vocabulary within the book provides opportunities for higher level vocabulary instruction that can be incorporated into learning centers and circle time instruction. This story is sure to be a favorite in the classroom.

### VOCABULARY CHANGES:
No vocabulary changes are necessary

### Language Notes and Language Forms
- The following prepositions are listed within the text and may be a supplement for the prepositions in the unit: over, under, behind, into, between, along, across, through and around.
- The Language form remains the same.

### PA Groups:
Phoneme/Letter remain the same

Rhyming word replacements for this unit:
- Peek/sneak
- Race/chase
- Crash/dash
- Trees/bees

### ELLC Circle Time:
No changes necessary

### Learning Centers:
No changes necessary

### Themed Art
No changes necessary